We have had such a wonderful start to our year in EYFS2; we have been so busy
learning already…
We can recognise and

We have been making

write the letters to spell

positive relationships with

our names correctly.

new friends, teachers and
our buddies!

During our daily phonics we are
beginning to learn sounds and
hearing the initial sounds in words.
We can recognise and
order the numbers up to
We have been experimenting

We have been using our

with using different media and

bodies to move in

materials to achieve a planned

different ways during PE.

effect.

10! We have also begun
to write some of these
numbers.

We were so excited when our Magic wands arrived in our classrooms and brought us a special
book about its journey.

The wand is shaking in
my hands!!

We composed a piece of
music to accompany the
Magic Wand’s journey.

It’s hot! It must
be making more
magic!!

Our magic wands have been so impressed with our fantastic learning so far, they came together
and sent us outside and we found farm animals! We thought about what we already knew and
then planned questions to begin our new learning adventure;

Who’s hiding on the farm?

What animals

What does a
farmer do?

live on a farm?

Why do
What do sheep

chickens have

eat?

feathers?
Where do the

Why do farmers

animals live?

have tractors?

Why do pigs like
What animals lay

mud?

eggs?

Our WOW moment helped us to plan our next learning adventures…
We will be
learning and
retelling stories
using story maps
and actions.

We will continue

We will write super

to build

sentences; applying

relationships,

our phonics and

making sure we
share and work
together.

sentence writing
toolkit.

We will use
different media
and materials to
create farm
animals.

We will be
researching farm
animals to find
out the answers
to some of our
amazing questions.

